
BOB MAIN ATTENDS MEETING
THREATENING VIOLENCE AGAINST

COUNTY HEALTH DIRECTOR
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In attendance at a meeting of the Citizens Restoring Liberty group was Commissioner Bob
Main. The meeting was held in advance of a demonstration opposing mask and vaccine
mandates held on the Coos Bay Boardwalk. The best intel available indicates this meeting
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was held at the Restoration Church in Bandon on August 27 and was o�ciated over by Rod
Taylor infamous for his attendance at the January 6 insurrection in DC.

This video is published under a Youtube account named Coos Bay Patriot and the subtitles
and commentary are theirs.

Rob Taylor, radio host of a local conservative talk/entertainment program refers to Coos
County Health and Wellness Director, Dr Eric Gleason as Dr Death and threaten  violence
saying he deserves a “kick in the ass” and worse.

Gleason is a member of the North Bend School Board. Taylor claims that “we” have
successfully elected three apparently like minded people to the school board including the
board chairperson. Nevertheless, Dr Gleason is standing in the way of permanently halting
any discussion of critical race theory in the school and so they need to “take on Dr Death”.

Taylor urges the crowd to help gather 200 to 300 like minded individuals to take on Gleason
at the October 7 school board meeting in a show of intimidation. Mind you, one of
Gleason’s bosses, Bob Main is in the audience the entire time and Taylor even introduces
him to the crowd for having the courage to attend.

Refering to the boardwalk protests Taylor indicates that people shouldn’t worry because the
“patriots” will be there, “some big guys” and no one should worry about security at the
event.

He then goes on to claim that even without security they have nothing to worry about
because the Coos Bay Police Chief, Chris Chapenar, “is one of us.” Taylor makes the same
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claim about the Bandon chief of police, Bob Webb is also on board with the group but that
neither of them can attend a political meeting like Citizens Restoring Liberty.

Dr Gleason may need his own security especially since Bob Main and Sheri� Craig Zanni
have chosen not to support the positions of the county health department. Commissioner
Melissa Cribbins is Gleason’s commission liaison and I hope she can help him.

In a separate story I will describe how Rob Taylor sent his security team after a young trans
woman at the 9/11 boardwalk demonstration forcing her to �le a complaint with Coos Bay
Police against logger/security Tony Holman. Luckily, she livestreamed the entire thing and
we will share that soon.
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